Newborn Lifestyle
Photoshoot at
home
contact@nottinghamfamilyphotographer.com
07540063639

“ A photograph is
the pause button of life”
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WHY NEWBORN PHOTOGRAPHY?
The beginning of a baby’s life is amazing and delightful. They stretch,
wiggle, make silly faces, and they are a total miracle.
It’s wonderful to capture these first extraordinary moments to
remember and share with your loved ones.
The first few days of your little one’s life are exciting, beautiful, and full
of innocence.
Newborn photographs tell the story of a baby’s introduction to family
and the world.
The images of your baby’s first experiences will provide you and your
family with memories of this momentous occasion for decades to come.

WHAT IS A NEWBORN LIFESTYLE SESSION?
Lifestyle photo session is like storytelling, story of your family.
During lifestyle session I can show the real you as you are, normal
family although extra-ordinary. These are the moments that you will
remember with pleasure for years. Without standing, posing, and forced
smiles.
Although I suggest what to do when taking pictures, the pictures are mainly
unposed. When you are concentrating on your little baby, its effectively
diverts attention from being photographed. When you are in move,
focusing on your loved ones, it's easier to create good, natural shots. A
photographer in such a situation is only an observer and the stress of
posing is much less. The session itself is more like and adventure, great
time having together.
Then I can capture simple tender love moments, gestures full of love and
pride glazes with mum and dad, siblings and the baby as well as the
family all together.
I love when family pets can join in too.
So you see, in-home lifestyle newborn sessions are about the connection
and love that you already have for this new life and for each other.
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WHAT IS THE BEST TIME FOR
NEWBORN PHOTOSHOOT?
It’s never too late for your newborn baby photo shoot
You don't need to have your newborn session
scheduled in the first days following birth. As a
lifestyle newborn photographer, I don't need your
baby to sleep during a photo shoot or to be
able to curl up into certain positions. I do not put
your baby in anything, I do not use any
props during my sessions, and I do not pose your
newborn. Your tiny miracle stays in your
arms pretty much the whole session, besides
time when I take detailed shots and your baby
lay down on your bed. Safe and cosy.

Although, If you are able to book your session
during those two/three weeks of your child life
that's great.
Children and this age tend to be pretty curled up,
chilled, and still very sleepy! Therefore, sessions
taken at the first 14 days after the labour run
smoother. Baby is sleeping for the most of the
time of the session and I can take curled-up
sleeping shots, snuggles with you and your
partner, photos of baby when feeding is optional
(just if you want them) and close up
detailed shots of your baby’s tiny hands, feet,
eyelashes and lips.
At this stage I can still capture fluff on your baby
ears and arm, skin peeling off her/his
hands, arms and leg - you want to have these
details captured. Your baby won’t be smiling
yet, but I might catch one or two random smiles!
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Amazing experience for great price!
Worth every penny! If you're looking
for a professional photographer don't hesitate and book your session
here!
- Ola Gruszka

ON THE SESSION DAY
First of all, if you’ve never had a photo session before - I can assure you it’s going
to be waaaay easier and more fun than you probably expect!
A typical session will start off by spending a few minutes together just hanging
out.
My aim for each and every session is to create relaxed, friendly environment for
everyone. when I arrive I will have a quick look around to decide where the best
light is and formulate my plan for the session.
If there are older siblings I will spend a bit of time getting to know them feel as if
it is completely normal that I am there. This often looks like me asking them to
show me their new baby or asking them to show off their bedroom.
FOR MOST OF THE SESSION, I WILL ASK YOU NOT TO LOOK AT THE
CAMERA, ACT NATURALLY. FORGET I'M THERE.
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HOW LONG
THE SESSION LAST
A typical lifestyle newborn session takes
around 1,5- 2 hours. I won’t be watching my
watch, we will get everything we want to
capture and if that takes a little longer that is
absolutely fine.
As newborns are unpredictable, there will be
plenty of time to feed, change and settle.
Sometimes I don’t stop snapping away and
often those in-between moments make the cut
as a great real life memory of life with a
newborn.
The style of newborn photography that I
specialise in is called lifestyle sessions. I won't
ask you to stand straight and make cheese
grins but and I do use lifestyle/natural family
poses.
I would love to hear about your vision for your
photoshoot.
Feel free to incorporate any special family
quilts, heirlooms or baby blankets that you
would like to use in the photos.
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whatever your house is dark or small is convenient for photoshoot

HOW TO GET YOUR HOUSE READY FOR INHOME PHOTO SHOOTS?
Don’t worry, it’s nothing complicated and you won’t have to do deep
cleaning, I promise!

1. Open your curtains. Let as much light in as possible. I’m going to use
just natural daylight.
2. Hide clutter as best you can do. (hide chargers, cables, dished out of the
sink, clean tables & shelves)
3. Check the floor. Quick brushing will do.
4. Make the bed in the bedroom and tidy up bedside tables.
What NOT to clean up? Leave your favourite books, children’s toys,
blankets, pillows and treasure boxes on top.

In which rooms do I photograph?
In general, I try to choose places close to windows, where natural light
comes in.
However, most often sessions take place in a living room, a bedroom and a
children’s/nursery room.
I may quickly move things out of the area I'm shooting so that your home
will appear to be spotless in the photos.
Don’t worry about the size of the apartment/rooms or the colour of the
walls. Life is not Instagram; you live in your apartment and this is part of
your family story. Story worth capturing!
There is no place where I won’t be able to capture your love in an artistic
way!

WHAT TO WEAR FOR IN-HOME PHOTOSHOOT?
Choosing clothes for your photoshoot it's an overwhelming task at first, I
know it. However, the right outfit is a crucial part of your session as you
want to feel amazing and look great on the photographs.
That's why it is so important to properly prepare before the session and
carefully plan the styling in which we want to perform. Don’t worry.
I will explain the whole process to you. I’m going to show you step-by-step
how to choose your session outfit for a WOW effect.
1. Keep it simple and comfortable.
2. Choose clothes that match your home decor.
3. Choose 2-3 or 4 coordinating colours and share them around all your
family members. Your outfits should be cohesive, not “matchy-matchy.”
4. Patterns and texture add depth and interest and create dimension to
your photos
It’s important to let the baby shine in every image, so avoid clothing that
can distract from the family’s star of the day.
Avoid busy patterns, cartoon characters, letters numbers, logos.
I HAVE SOME OUTFITS IN MY CLIENT WARDROBE SO IF YOU ARE
STRUGGLING TO FIND SOMETHING SUITABLE IN YOUR
WORDROABE LET ME KNOW. I WILL BRING SOMETHING WITH ME.
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WHAT KIND OF CLOTHING DOES
THE BABY NEED TO WEAR?
Unless you have a favourite outfit that’s
important to you, babies photograph best
when wrapped in soft blankets or
simple white/cream/beidge or grey
bodysuits.
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN AFTER
THE SESSION?
After your session I will prepare
unedited gallery for you to choose
your selection of photos. It is a time
to decide how many pictures you
want to buy and which package is
best for you.
When your selection is ready I will
confirm number of images in your
selection and start editing.
Your edited pictures will be
uploaded to the same gallery in up
to 10 working days. I will ask then to
confirm if everything look good to
you and pay your chosen package
fee (and postage £5, if you do not
wish to collect it personal).
You will get only
those selected-edited images.
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Thank you so much for
scheduling a photography
session with me!
I can’t wait to meet you and
create some beautiful images
that capture this amazing time
in your life.
If you have any further
questions or concerns, please
let me know. I'm here to help!
You can reach me at
contact@nottinghamfamilypho
tographer.com
or
07540063639

Marta

